
Evidence of an economic slowdown may be starting to appear 
in recent economic data, specifically related to industrial 
production, manufacturing and construction. Securities 
markets appear aware that something is happening and are 
setting their valuations accordingly. Recent pricing trends in 
many types of asset classes are indicating that there is a high 
probability that central banks will start a new stimulus program.

In government debt markets, interest rates fell even lower in 
June. The drop-in interest rates coincided with a rally in bond 
prices since the two are oppositely related. At one time, the 
yield on the US 10-year treasury was below 2%. That hasn’t 
happened since 2016. Additionally, somewhere around $13 
trillion of the world’s debt is trading with negative interest 
rates. Today’s lower interest rate levels are telling investors that 
short-term rates are headed in the same direction.

Economies normally experience low interest rates when they 
are slowing and before central banks intervene with easier 
money policies. The onset of negative yields, by no means is a 
new phenomenon, is a bit more peculiar. In addition to central 
bank policy manipulation, investors that purchase a negative 
return on their investments are effectively paying for insurance. 
In the case of some parts of Europe and in Japan, investors 
are buying currency with negative yields to avoid losses in 
currencies where uncertainty is much greater.

Fortunately, the central bank in the US has not had to rely on 
the same policies that encourage negative yields. At least in 
nominal terms. The US dollar has been notably strong in recent 
years and the positive yield environment has probably helped 
maintain its strength. The US dollar’s safe haven status and soft 
inflationary data are other contributing factors for US dollar 
strength. More specifically, the US dollar is sought after when 
uncertainty grows and when investors need a place to park 
capital.

Seeing that interest rates have fallen in the US, investors may 
be more interested in the US dollar’s safety. In effect, they 
are using those US dollars to buy and prop up the prices of 
riskier US assets. The appreciation of US assets has forced risk 
premiums on corporate debt to near historic lows and caused 
some equity indexes to reach new highs. US markets appear 
to be undersupplied with new debt and equity issues coming 
to market. This might explain why investors with US dollars are 

willing to lend to corporations without regard for credit quality 
or loose debt covenants. Even more, some US companies 
have been able to go public and receive valuations that are 
completely detached from their fundamentals.

Another reason to own US dollars is to purchase gold for risk 
hedging. In fact, the price of gold is gradually rising during 
a time when the prices of productive metals are falling. This 
is commonly believed to be an omen for a slowing global 
situation. Buyers of gold might be thinking that if growth has 
stalled and the central banks are forced to react, an eventual 
currency devaluation is imminent given the excessive financial 
stimulus that is already present in the global system. Gold is 
just one way to hedge against currency devaluation.

The central banks are operating in precarious time. Policy 
decisions of the past haven’t sustained a desirable level of 
core inflation that is believed acceptable for fiat currency. The 
central banks are openly perplexed about why it has been so 
hard to maintain harder inflation even after all the stimulus 
that has come into the system following the last financial crisis. 
Some feel the central banks lack the understanding of what’s 
going on in the current monetary system. 

In any event, it has been an extremely bullish year in many 
financial categories. Today’s rising prices on government 
bonds may be saying something about the outlook for future 
nominal growth. Equity-related assets may be relying on policy 
to save their valuations. Precious metals could see currency 
devaluation ahead. The one thing they all appear to be 
counting on is more monetary stimulus. Depending on that 
outcome, the direction of global financial assets will surely be 
affected.
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FOREIGN BONDS outperformed their domestic 
counterparts in June. This category average was 
approximately 2.7% higher in the month. Emerging 
market bonds did well as investor appetites for risk 
seemed to grow in the last month. Additionally, 
falling global interest rates required that investors 
purchase world bonds to keep things in parity. 
Emerging market bonds remain this year’s best 
performer in the category space. The emerging 
bond category has booked total returns of over 
9% this year. 

HARD ASSETS have experienced their share 
of volatility this year. Fortunately, volatility was 
favorable in June and sent the category average 
higher by just over 4%. Precious metals were 
the month’s greatest gainer with total returns of 
nearly 8%. Energy also fared well in June with a 
total return of roughly 5.2%. On the year, the full 
category average has generated total returns of 
14.5%, with real-estate linked assets leading the 
way.  

HYBRIDS experienced a good month posting 
total returns of just over 3%. The month’s leader 
was once again convertible bonds placing a 
roughly 4.6% total return. Preferred stock was 
positive enough in June but lagged well behind 
the convertible bond average. The category is 
also maintaining a strong year with total returns of 
almost 13%. 

Market Movers

June provided a strong recovery to the selling that was 
experienced in May. Asset classes across the spectrum 
traded well into the green. Investors found more reasons 
to celebrate in June as uncertainty linked to trade policies 
improved and language by central banks sounded more 
like a call for new stimulus. The narrative in many of the 
past few months seems to change on a flip of a dime. 
This historically long cycle is beginning to show its true 
age with asset prices being more sensitive to changes in 
mood and in the news cycle. It’s near impossible to predict 
what tomorrow will bring, but we believe that risk can be 
better managed in a diversified portfolio. This theory is 
foundational to the Core allocation portfolios.

US STOCKS rebounded strongly in June. The 
category put up a near 7% total return last month. 
Small- and mid-cap market stocks held a slight 
performance lead over large-cap stocks in the month. 
Seeing large-caps underperform is something that’s 
been missing from the scene in a while even though 
its underperformance was negligible. On the year, 
large- and mid-cap stocks still outperform. The 
category is having an exceptional year with gains of 
approximately 16.8%! 

FOREIGN STOCKS were well ahead in June, 
too. The category average gained roughly 5.4% in 
the month. Developed large-caps and emerging 
markets were last month’s outperformers. Similarly, 
riskier stocks like emerging markets have been 
missing from the leader board as of late, but 
investors were able to see promise in them in June. 
However, developed large-cap stocks maintain their 
lead for the year. The full category has accumulated 
nearly 13% of total return this year. 

US BONDS were another gainer in the prior month. 
The market for bonds gained on a month that saw 
interest rate levels come down. Riskier bonds like 
corporates and high-yields outperformed by a 
considerable margin last month. In the current 
year, the same classes of bonds are leading in the 
category average. Simply being a holder in bonds 
this year has paid off with total returns in excess of 
6.6%. 

7.55%

Asset Categories Monthly YTD

US STOCKS 6.77% 16.80%

FOREIGN STOCKS 5.40% 12.70%

US BONDS 1.21% 6.62%

FOREIGN BONDS 2.72%

HARD ASSETS 4.20% 14.45%

HYBRIDS 3.18% 12.74%
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